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China set to consume 50% of global coal production this year
Production and consumption roughly in balance
Coal imports used for stock pile growth?
Consumption growing >10% year on year in line with economic growth
Rest of world consumption declined 7% in 2009

Figure 1 Chinese coal consumption compared with the rest of the world.

How long can this go on?

Data

Data are taken from the 2010 BP statistical review of world energy - both a priceless but
flawed resource. BP provide annual coal production figures in tonnes and tonnes oil equivalent
(TOE) from 1981 and consumption figures in TOE only from 1965. Hence to make a production /
consumption balance comparison it is necessary to use TOE. In China, 1 TOE is close to 2 tonnes
coal - so simply double the TOE numbers to get at the approximate tonnages. Note that the
energy content of coal varies by rank and from region to region and conversion factors to TOE
vary from 1.5 to 3.

The coal monster
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Like everything else in China, coal production statistics are simply immense. China now consumes
and produces close to 50% of all the coal in the world. Thus, changes in Chinese consumption and
/ or production may have a dramatic impact upon the global coal market.

Figure 2 Since 1965, China has steadily increased its percentage share of global coal
consumption and looks set to account for 50%  of global coal consumption this year. Virtually

all consumption is met from Chinese domestic coal production (Figure 3)

Coal production and consumption are in balance

In light of press stories describing rapid growth in Chinese coal imports, I was both surprised
and puzzled when I plotted the Chinese coal production and consumption data and saw that these
have always been roughly in balance (Figure 3). I sent the chart around the TOD email list and
copied to Professor Dave Rutledge at Cal Tech. It was DaveR who came up with a possible
explanation.

DaveR pointed out that in countries like the UK, coal stock piles equivalent to roughly 4 months
consumption are maintained. If China does similar then stock piles will be around one third of 3
Gt equal to 1 Gt. With consumption growing at 12% in 2009, stock pile growth would need to be
around 120 Mt to maintain the 4 month buffer. China People's Daily reported that Chinese net
coal imports were 104 Mt in 2009 - barely sufficient to maintain stock pile growth.
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Figure 3 Despite stories of ballooning coal imports, China produces as much coal as it
consumes. It seems imports merely contribute to domestic coal stock piles.

Global coal trade

The top 20 coal producers account for 98% and the top 5 producers account for 79% of global coal
production. It is therefore possible to get a handle on global coal trade by looking at the top few
producers. China as we have already seen is roughly in production / consumption balance, and
India is a major importer of coal. The main export nations are the USA, FSU, Australia, Indonesia
and South Africa. Looking at the production / consumption balance of these 5 nations shows an
export surplus of 450 million TOE (roughly 900 million tonnes coal). Chinese coal imports of 100
Mt therefore account for roughly 11% of global coal trade (contrary to the People's daily report) -
and that is just to maintain stockpiles!
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Figure 4 The top 20 coal producers. The dashed grey line marks approximate zero growth for
the last decade. All the growth in coal supplies comes from the nations above that line with

growth dominated by China with contributions from India and Indonesia.

Figure 5 The global export market is dominated by 5 nations. Export growth has come mainly
from Australia and Indonesia.
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Threat to global economy

Should China ever fail to match coal consumption with indigenous production then 1 of 3 things
may happen. The first option is that consumption is pegged back to match stalled production and
this would stall Chinese economic growth with knock on effects to the global economy. The second
option is that China tries to meet any shortfall buying coal on the international market. As already
pointed out China is such a huge consumer of coal this would create great competition in the
international market for limited supplies leading to severe upwards pressure on coal prices. The
third option is that China somehow manages to install sufficient nuclear capacity to plug any
energy gap.

The People's Daily reports a doubling of Chinese coal imports for the first 5 months of 2010 and
upwards pressure on coal prices and it therefore looks like option 2 may be under way. Should
Chinese coal imports double this year and next then China will be competing for about 50% of the
coal on the world market and that may be like a wrecking ball going through the global economy
that is founded on abundant and cheap supplies of energy.

Reserves and peak production

Finally a note on reserves. BP report China to have 114.5 Gt of coal reserves. BP in fact report
coal reserves figures from the World Energy Council and the figure of 114.5 Gt has been reported
every year since 1992. Thus we have the same unsatisfactory non-varying reserves reporting for
Chinese coal that exists for Middle East OPEC crude oil reserves. Since 1992 China has produced
31 Gt of coal and the reserves should be reduced by that amount leaving 83.5 Gt reserves as of
end 2009.

In 2006, the German based Energy Watch Group (47 page pdf) reported Chinese reserves to
be 96.3 Gt. They produced a Hubbert curve forecast scenario that has proven to be inaccurate
thus far (Fig. 6).

Dave Rutledge is currently estimating 139 Gt for ultimate recovery of Chinese coal. Cumulative
production 1896 to 2009 is 51 Gt indicating 88 Gt remaining.

Figure 6 A Chinese coal production scenario produced by The Energy watch Group in 2006
(page 28 of report linked to above) illustrating how difficult it is to forecast production

scenarios, especially pre-peak. One possible outcome is that Chinese coal production peaks
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earlier than shown and then enters rapid decline. Alternatively, substantially larger reserves
may produce a taller and broader peak than shown here.

Chinese coal production will peak one day but it is very difficult to predict when that day will
come based on these figures. The indications are that China has used about 37% of its coal. It has
to be assumed that the best resources have been mined first and that for every year that passes
the challenge of first meeting and then exceeding the previous year will become increasingly
difficult. But the Chinese are an enterprising people.

Useful links

Dave Rutledge: Hubbert's Peak, The Coal Question, and Climate Change

Richard Heinberg: China's coal bubble...and how it will deflate U.S. efforts to develop
"clean coal"

China: Summary of Coal Industry
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